The handwriting based person identification systems use their designer's perceived structural properties of handwriting as features. In this paper, we present a system that uses those structural properties as features that graphologists and expert handwriting analyzers use for determining the writer's personality traits and for making other assessments. The advantage of these features is that their definition is based on sound historical knowledge (i.e., the knowledge discovered by graphologists, psychiatrists, forensic experts, and experts of other domains in analyzing the relationships between handwritten stroke characteristics and the phenomena that imbeds individuality in stroke). Hence, each stroke characteristic reflects a personality trait. We have measured the effectiveness of these features on a subset of handwritten Devnagari and Latin script datasets from the Center for Pattern Analysis and Recognition (CPAR-2012), which were written by 100 people where each person wrote three samples of the Devnagari and Latin text that we have designed for our experiments. The experiment yielded 100% correct identification on the training set. However, we observed an 88% and 89% correct identification rate when we experimented with 200 training samples and 100 test samples on handwritten Devnagari and Latin text. By introducing the majority voting based rejection criteria, the identification accuracy increased to 97% on both script sets.
Introduction
According to one estimate, the probability of two sets of handwriting being identical is one in 68 trillion [1] . That is why handwriting is considered to be one of the biometric identifier [2] [3] [4] . Aside from biometrics, the usefulness of handwriting analysis has been investigated in discovering a person's mental state since the time of Emil Kraepelin (1856 Kraepelin ( -1926 . Experience shows that being a behavioural manifestation in handwriting can also depict the writer's emotional or dramatic expressions. Therefore, along with authentication, an automatic handwriting processing system may also provide clues to a writer's mental state. Hence, through timely and correct predictions, may help in preventing unexpected harmful episodes. Furthermore, the innateness of handwriting makes it portable and highly secure as it can't be stolen, forgotten, or cracked. Due to such advantages and usefulness, research efforts are going on for building a reliable and versatile computer-based handwriting analysis system.
The focus of most of these efforts is on constructing systems for Latin alphabet based languages [5, 6] .
The creation of computer systems that are capable of recognizing handwriting constituents and interpreting them in terms of the writer's identity and/or his/her physical and mental state requires human like capabilities. For decades, Artificial Intelligence researchers have been trying to create such computers. Now, the tremendous advancement in technologies for replicating the human brain information processing mechanism in a computer system have opened the endless possibilities of creating computer software that can mimic human behaviour. The applicability of such technologies is being tested in handwriting analysis also. The handwriting based writer identification systems are being developed for Latin script based handwriting. To assess these things over the last decades and the challenges faced during the last decades. Still, acquiring information from handwriting is a challenging task. Writer identification can be applied by using the following two methods: the text dependent method and the text independent method. The text dependent method [7] [8] [9] [10] is based on the writing style of character/word/lines. The text independent method [11] [12] [13] [14] does not depend upon handwriting style.
Related Works
A lot of research work has been proposed starting from a new feature selection [11, 15] , exploring different feature combination schemes [11, 16] , analyzing the sensitivity of characters for writer identification system [17] , analyzing a writer identification system in multi-script environments [18] , analyzing a combination of on-line offline writings [19] has also been used, and obtaining writer retrieval from a set of documents has been proposed by [20] . Writer recognition in monolingual handwritten texts has been considered including Chinese [21] , Japanese [22] , Telugu [23] , Latin [24] [25] [26] [27] , Bengali [13] , Oriya [14] , and Arabic [16] . The development of Devnagari script based systems is a relatively recent phenomenon. To the best of our knowledge, not much research is being carried out on Devnagari script based text as compared to Latin script based text [28, 29] . The researchers working on Hindi script recognition have paid very little attention to the development of Devnagari script based handwriting analysis systems, such as writer (person) identification for questioned document processing and assessing the writer's personality or mental trait for a noninvasive medical diagnosis.
However, there have been some efforts made in this direction. Mukherji et al. [28] have described the development of a handwriting verification system for Devnagari script and Vighnesh et al. [29] proposed a person identification system using Hindi characters and words. Both have used conventional pattern recognition techniques. In their systems, they used some document level and word level features like inter-word spacing, word slant, height and width of handwriting strokes, average word orientation, the average form factor of words, average word roundness, average word size, average word height, average upper zone height, average middle zone height, average lower zone height, slant angle, and skew angle features. They represented these structural knowledge components as a feature vector and identified writers by classifying them into one of the pre-specified writer classes. The former tested their system on Devnagari script that was a total of 50 pages collected from 10 writers, and the latter trained and tested their system on 18,000 words of sizes varying 2-4 letters written by 50 writers.
Both of the systems attained close to 90% identification accuracy, but their conventional designs lack feature discovery support. Their intuitive feature definition limits their versatility. Therefore, such systems may not be able to adapt to high variabilities in handwriting. In order to overcome these variability, we propose the structural properties of handwriting as features that are considered by handwriting experts like graphologists for personality assessment. The reason is that handwriting experts have been studying the association between handwriting structures and the traits of writers since ancient times [1, 30] . The literature on handwriting studies is a rich source of knowledge about these associations. Handwriting experts refer to an exhaustive list of structural properties as the standard feature set for exploring the mysteries of handwriting.
They have been utilizing the coarse as well as finer quantifications of structural properties for handwriting analysis. For example, they quantify handwriting structure slant into a coarse quantity like varying slant, as well as finer quanta like very-reclined, reclined, vertical, lightly inclined, inclined, very inclined, and acutely inclined angles. Another important aspect of these experts knowledge is that it provides an association between the writer's physical/mental traits and structural quantifications.
Therefore, we expect that the augmentation of expert knowledge should provide better measure(s) for handwriting analysis. These factors motivated us to use the knowledge of experts, instead of using some intuitively defined entities, in building the system presented in this paper. In this paper, we have not only focused on expert knowledge related to structural properties, but also developed a mechanism for utilizing both knowledge components, which are the structure and traits that are associated with it. The advantage of doing so is that together they may empower the system with writer identification and his/her mental trait description abilities. The above given methods are not able to comply in determining the extent of accuracy in the identification. Also, only the basic characteristic features of the handwriting are considered. Now, the question arises of what will happen if the characteristic features size is increased? Another solution in this context is to use the fuzzy logic based approach. This methodology is effective in determining not just the accuracy, but also the extent of accuracy in the recognition process. Another advantage of writer identification is in the context of graphology for behavior analysis, which may need more than the basic characteristics of writings. As the characteristic feature set size increases, fuzzy logic methodology will be effective in determining accuracy.
The review of writer identification also reveals that no benchmark dataset (at least in a free domain) is available for Devnagari writer identification research. Hence, Section 3 describes our test dataset collection and compilation processes. Section 4 describes the fuzzy subset [12] based representation of structural properties and traits, and the association between them. This type of association is not available for Devnagari scripts. However, we feel that some layout level structural properties like margins, slant, baseline direction, and micro level properties like the letter size of Latin script based handwriting should be applicable for Devnagari handwriting because both use the same script direction (left to right). Section 5 describes how we implemented out experiments and finally, Section 6 concludes the paper with probable future extensions.
Test Dataset
As mentioned earlier, no Devnagari script based benchmark dataset is available for this kind of research. Hence, we collected and compiled a large dataset that we refer to as the CPAR-2012 [31] [32] [33] dataset and have made it public through the Integrated Research Environment at www.cpar.co.in. The CPAR-2012 dataset contains images of constrained, semi-constrained, and unconstrained handwritten numerals; isolated characters; unconstrained and constrained pangram text; and digitized data collection forms. To develop and authenticate techniques for handwriting analysis applications, such as writer identification, we have exclusively developed a pangram of Devnagari script [32] . The pangram text contains the 13 most frequently used vowels, 36 consonants and modifiers. The pangram dataset contains writer information along with the unconstrained and constrained handwritten pangram images. The data reflects maximum handwriting variations, as we took samples from writers of different age groups, genders, educational backgrounds, professions, writing instrument types, designations, psychological conditions, regions, nationalities, and left/right handedness. For our handwriting sample collection, we designed two types of forms, as shown in Fig. 1(a)-(b) . One hundred and twenty subjects participated in filling out both forms. To assess the robustness of writer identification techniques, we collected three samples from the same writer. We digitized the filled out forms using a HP Cano LiDE 110 scanner at a resolution of 300 dpi in the color mode. While filling out the form, shown in Fig. 1(a) -(b), many writers did not follow the writing instructions, which were to write three identical pangram texts. Some writers wrote each pangram text differently. We excluded such samples from the experiment. 
Handwriting Features and Fuzzy Representation
The handwriting experts uses three kinds of handwriting-characteristics. They refer to them as general, fundamentals, and accessories [1, 30] and categorize these characteristics on the basis of their attributes, as shown in Fig. 2 . They categorize the general characteristic by two attributes, namely inferior and superior handwriting. In each of the two attributes, they measure personality traits by five stroke types: small, light, fast, sinuous, and disconnected. Hereafter, we shall refer these personality traits as structural linguistic variables, and the characteristic they describe as the structural feature. Similarly, the fundamental type has seven structural features, namely: slant, baseline direction, letter size, continuity, form arrangement, pressure and speed. Each of these is also represented using structural linguistic variables. A discussion on all structures is beyond the scope of this paper. However, for clarity we describe the structural feature slant. The graphologists describe slant qualities with structural linguistic variables: acutely reclined, very-reclined, reclined, vertical, inclined, very inclined, and acutely inclined. The accessories are a large set of graphic symbols. They appear in small letters like t-bars, i-dots, punctuation marks, capital letters, signatures, numerals, initial and terminal strokes, covering strokes, flourishes, upper and lower extensions or loops, and the alphabet. The accessories can also be represented as structural linguistic variables. For example, for the letter t, the t-bar is considered to be a structural feature. The structural linguistic variables for the t-bar are normal pressure, an evenly spaced bar at each side of the stem, decreasing with heavy pressure, curving or waving like a pennant, no bar and no substitute stroke, and stem final incurved for the bar.
In the previous section, we described the use of structural linguistic variables for the finer representation of the structural features slant, stroke quality, and t-bar. Now we will describe a technique to represent each structural attribute as a fuzzy subset. The advantages of this representation can be experimentally determined. The linguistic variables can be used to explain the processes, and last, but not the least, the linguistic variables provides a rich theoretical base for modeling the processes involved in writer identification. In this section, we give the fuzzy subset based presentations of structural features and associated traits. We illustrate how a knowledge base of structure and trait association can be created and used for structural feature definition, associated traits for writer identification, and their intensity determination for personality assessment.
For a given structural feature and its structural linguistic variable set, F, the fuzzy subset, as shown in Eq. (1), describes a fuzzy subset of F, where f ∈ F and
is the membership values of f in F :
For example, consider the definition of the fuzzy subset lant S defined in Eq. (2): From the given set of traits for T, the fuzzy subset is defined as shown in Eq. (3):
where, t ∈ T and
membership of t in T . Every fuzzy subset T describes an instance of a set of traits with varying degrees of memberships. We represented the association between the structural components and traits as knowledge. A basic knowledge component is an association of the form
A knowledge base is a set of knowledge components defined in Eq. (4).
We can setup this type of knowledge base using expert's knowledge on handwriting structure and trait association. From Kn we can obtain fuzzy subsets of traits associated with every observed structural linguistic variable. The algorithm given below explains the process of obtaining the fuzzy subsets of (1) (4) traits associated with structural features. All entities are self-explanatory, except for the step involving function:
This returns an element of trait subset T from the knowledge base for a given element of F .
Algorithm

For every structural property s in a handwriting image
Fuzzify its structural linguistic variable set Fs as:
For every
The outputs of the algorithm are fuzzy subsets s 
Implementation
This section presents an implementation of our system. Feature extraction and classification are two major components for writer identification. We will describe feature extraction next.
Feature Extraction
In this study, we have implemented a subset of expertly defined, graphology structure fundamentals, namely: slant, baseline direction, letter size, and arrangement, as shown in Fig. 2 . The following section describes their extraction method and representation in the form of fuzzy subsets.
Slant estimation
We used features that graphologist and expert handwriting analyzers use for assessing a writer's personality in this next experiment. The advantage of these features is that their definition is based on the sound historical knowledge of handwriting analysis. Slant is used to determine a person's emotions.
This can become a feature for writer identification. The various slants used for emotions [1, 30] Fig. 3 . In this implementation, we estimated the slant values of handwritten words by applying the Radon transform [34] on word images. The Radon transform of an image f(x, y) is the projection on the x ' of the rotated image f(x ' ,y ' ) at the angle θ, as shown in Eqs. (5) and (6) where,
At the given angle of θ the projection can be computed by Eq. (7) as:
We estimate the slant value of a word, wi, in the direction θ, at which R θ (x') attains the maximum value for 0 ≤ θ ≤ 2π, and fuzzify it, as show in Eq. (8) Table 1 . We estimated the frequency of occurrences of every Slant s ∈ and stored it in a bin, bs, which corresponded to each s=1,2,…7. We used the estimated distribution of each linguistic variable in a given handwriting sample as features, and we used the expressions shown in Eq. (9), to compute measures that constantly change, such as slant. 
The above defined slant features in Table 1 are used to estimate the slant variation and the distribution of slant values are shown in Fig. 4 .
(8) 
Baseline direction estimation
According to Downey [1] , the baseline direction of handwritten text relates to the writer's mood, in terms of the psychological aspect. This connection to the computational line can be described by using a series of structural linguistic variables, such as leveled, ascending, descending, wavy, sinuous, convex, concave erratic, word rising, word falling. The various baseline directions in handwriting samples are shown in Table 2 . In Devnagari script, text is written as a group of words where each word contains Sirorekha (a bridging line connecting individual characters). In order to estimate the alignment of the baseline it is essential to identify all the Sirorekha in the available words of that line. Horizontal projection defines the intensity of orientation to a given direction. This signifies that horizontal projection can be used to estimate the orientation of all the Sirorekha of a given line. The first step in baseline direction estimation is to find separate handwritten lines. We obtained these lines from the horizontal projection profiles of images of handwritten text and fitted the separating lines through the minima of a smoothed profiles, as shown in concave. Fig. 6 shows the baseline trends discovered in handwriting samples using K=10 points from five different writers' handwriting samples in both Devnagari and Latin script. From this figure it is clear that we obtained a different baseline direction curve for each handwriting sample. This clearly indicates that we can use this as a feature for writer identification. Similarly, fitting a curve through all of the points performs the fuzzification of other linguistic variables. For these values, we classified the baseline as elements of baseline. For this purpose, we estimated one prototypical baseline for each element. For every observed baseline trend, we estimated its similarity with the prototypical baselines elements to define the baseline fuzzy subset, as shown in Eq. (11) 
Letter size estimation
A letter size signifies power, one's opinion of oneself, and one's role in life. The set LetterSize = {very large, large, medium, small, very small} defines the elements of letter size structural linguistics variables. In this implementation, we first separated the words using the vertical projection profile of a handwritten line on its lower separation line. Before computing the vertical projection profile the handwritten lines are skew corrected by Radon transform and separated by the method described in the previous section.
To obtain the word size, we divided the vertical projection profile of each line, having N columns, into K equal blocks. In each block we estimated the maximum vertical projection height, say hi, from the lower line separator and considered the average of vertical projection height, as shown in Eq. (12):
( 1 2 ) as the letter size. Its fuzzy subset
by fuzzifying the average height h ) of the word with respect to the distance between the upper and lower separating lines. The fuzzification process, as discussed in slant estimation in section 5.1.1, we also estimated the frequency of the occurrence of each observed letter size structural linguistic variable.
Arrangement
Arrangement signifies a sense of organization and adaptability. There are a large number of arrangement measures. We have implemented margins, interline spacing, inter-word spacing, and intraword spacing. The following subsections describe how to extract these items.
Margins extraction
The graphology experts consider a margin to be a good indicator of handwriting individuality. The margin variation used by various graphologists is shown in Table 3 . The margin detection steps are given below, but before applying these steps we applied a noise removal process to get rid of undesired variations, as well as to preserve the overall trend of the margin curve. The left and right margin feature vectors obtained consist of n values, where n is the number of the line identified in an input handwriting sample. The value of n varies from image to image and hence, in order to bring consistency to our vertical margin feature size, as well as to preserve the nature of the margin curve, we reduced its size to 10. Fig. 6 shows the distribution of the left and right margins in five different handwriting samples in both Devnagari and Latin script. Like baseline direction estimation, we estimated prototypical margin-lines from the training samples.
For every observed baseline trend, we estimated its similarity with the prototypical margin elements to define the margin fuzzy subset, as shown in Eq. (13) 
Interline spacing
Interline spacing is a measure of continuity. The handwriting experts attribute it to the writers' orderliness and his/her clarity in his/her thinking process. Interline spacing is estimated from the distances di,j between pixels Pi-1,j and Pi,j belonging to two consecutive handwritten lines i-1 and i in a vertical scan j where Pi-1,j and Pi,j are the last and first pixels of the vertical components of the (i-1) th and i th handwritten lines, respectively. We fuzzified these vertical components values using an Inter Line Spacing (ILS) set {regular (well-spaced), dense, very dense, sparse, very sparse, rigid, very rigid, irregular, very irregular, tangled} of structural linguistic variables, and defined the fuzzy subset, as shown in Eq. (14):
where, i ∈ ILS and ߤ ூ ሚ ௌ (݅) can be estimated from the structural linguistic variable definition. In this implementation, we estimated the fuzzy values of all variables, except for tangled, which is determined by computing the connectivity of handwriting strokes, from the normalized values of di,j and ߤ, which is the interline spacing in the machine printed documents. The variation of di,j from ߤ signifies rigidity.
Similarly, the standard deviation of di,j indicates regularity and irregularity, while mean indicates density and sparseness.
Inter-word spacing
The set of structural linguistics variables for the Inter-word Spacing (Iws) = {small, very small, constant, large, very large}, and its fuzzy subset, as shown in Eq. (15) We obtained it by fuzzyfying the average upper-mid-ratio. This is defined as the ratio of R1/R2 where R1=width of the upper zone/width of the middle zone and R2=width of the middle zone/width of the lower zone. In order to compute these ratios, we divided the horizontal projection profile of every handwritten text line into three zones: the upper, middle, and lower zones. This ratio provides a significant writing pattern flow for a given writer. However, as the system is offline, the average upper mid ratio will help to estimate the pattern for a given writer. In order to improvise the recognition process in terms of implementing accuracy and phase integration is recommended for simultaneous pattern generation in the case of online recognition systems. As seen in Fig. 6 , it is clear that baseline direction, interline spacing, margin, slant, and the average upper mid ratio of a word can become a good feature for writer identification, making a personality assessment from handwriting, and discovering knowledge from handwriting because each writer shows different characteristics. It is also observed that the fuzzy value for Hindi is more than that of English because the Hindi language contains Sirorekha. We conducted several sets of writer identification experiments using graphologists'
defined features and what they termed as fundamental traits which are slant, baseline direction, letter size, and arrangements. We described each of these fundamentals by fuzzy subsets with structural linguistic variables as their members. Their memberships are estimated from the handwriting samples being investigated. Table 4 lists the fundamentals along with their structural linguistic variables. Fig. 7 shows the distribution of all features observed in three handwritings samples of the same writer in both scripts. In this experiment the writer wrote three times the Hindi and English text. From figure it is clear that variation in English text is less compare to Hindi text. To visualize the individuality of the handwriting, we transformed each feature vector into a point (xj,yj), as shown in Eqs. (17) and (18), where: In this section we describe the results of our initial experiments that we conducted on 300 handwriting samples. These samples were collected from 100 different writers (three samples per writer). Each writer wrote Hindi and English texts three times with a gap of at least one day in between writing each sample text. In the first experiment (Experiment I), we used 100 samples (1 sample per writer) for training and tested it on the 200 remaining samples (2 samples per writer). In the second experiment (Experiment II) we trained the system on 200 samples (2 samples per writer) and tested it on 100 samples (1 sample per writer). In the third experiment (Experiment III) all 300 samples were used as a training set and we tested the system on this set as shown in Table 5 . All of the experiments used the KNN [35] classification scheme. The results show that the features using the structures of base line direction, slant, interline spacing, margin, average upper mid ratio, and all seven features as shown in Table 4 yielded 100% perfect results in Experiment III in both scripts, whereas, recognition accuracy decreased in other two experiments.
However, Experiment II yielded better results than Experiment I in all of the cases. This is due to the training set size. We observed an 88% and 89% correct identification rate when we experimented with Experiment II, and a maximum of 75% and 77% in terms of recognition accuracy in an experiment with Experiment I samples on Devnagari and Latin script. Moreover, these results indicate that the structural features of baseline, slant, inter-line spacing, margins, and average upper mid ratio are good features for writer identification. However, features that yielding poor results can also be used in conjunction with the best performing features for assessing a writer's personality. In an attempt to improve the writer obtained using the five best performance features of baseline direction, slant, margins, average upper identification accuracy of Experiment II, we applied a majority voting [32] scheme to results that we mid ratio, and all seven features as shown in Table 4 . The majority voting classifier rejected the conflicting samples (having no majority or a tie). Thereby, in this case, the identification accuracy was improved. The majority voting increased its accuracy to 97% (in both languages) at the expense of an 8% and 10% rejection rate in Hindi and English text, respectively. We also observed that the overall performance of writer identification in Latin script is better than Devnagari script, as shown in Fig. 9 . As seen in this figure, it is clear that the slant feature yielded the highest recognition accuracy in both scripts, from among all the individual features. As seen in Fig. 9 , it is also clear that recognition accuracy in the case of English test is more than that of Hindi text in all of the experiments. The substituted samples are shown in Table 6 . Table 6 . Handwriting samples of misclassified writer
Conclusions
This paper reports on the development of a handwriting biometric based person identification system. The major contributions of this paper are that it use the following items: 1) defined structural properties from graphologists and handwriting experts; 2) fuzzy subsets that use structural linguistic variables described by handwriting experts; and 3) estimates of fuzzy membership values as feature values. In addition to fuzzy based writer identification, we designed a Devnagari pangram to collect the benchmark dataset and test the performance of the system. The system yielded 100% accuracy on the training set, with a maximum of 97% and 88% accuracies on the test set with and without the rejection of handwriting samples, respectively. These results are very encouraging, and provide incentives for augmenting the system with personality assessment system and other handwriting analysis based applications by developing a knowledge-based system using expert's knowledge on the association of handwriting structures with traits, and representing these traits by fuzzy rules. However, these experiments are based on fundamental features, as used by handwriting experts. Writing style and its graphic features are not included in this system. Since the Sirorekha of the word(s) is used to estimate the orientation of the entire text, there is the chance that the handwritten Sirorekha can lead to disorientation. This influences the overall estimation of the mood of writer. A possible solution for this can be using individual character alignment along with Sirorekha for a better orientation that can help improve the performance of a system.
